
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of customer insights
manager. If you are looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the
list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for customer insights manager

Build and drive relationships with Geek Squad teams to understand and
support their businesses as a strategic partner
Meet with internal clients to assess customer research data needs, translate
needs into appropriate research questions, ensure data is collected and
communicated to align with constantly evolving company initiatives
Draw out relevant conclusions and actionable recommendations based on an
understanding of the Geek Squad business
Deep dive research into various pain points of the customer experience to
drive change and action with Geek Squad teams
Determine the key drivers of Geek Squad NPS® through the use of
regression and other advanced analytics
Manage ad hoc projects, define and deliver ongoing dashboards, reports &
metrics to provide actionable insights to inform marketing strategy
Conduct market research to identify opportunities to enter new markets
based on compelling events such as new market trends, new technology
adoption, competitive offerings, along with an understanding of the
company’s resources and constraints
Work as part of a core Customer experience team to manage the research
and analytical process
Own Customer Usage Reporting – definition, data collection strategy and
presentation to customer
Develops plans for collecting and analyzing relevant customer data and
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Qualifications for customer insights manager

Strong analytical, quantitative, financial modeling, and strategic thinking skills
Development and execution of structured approaches to solve unstructured
problems
Bachelor’s degree in Business or healthcare-related field required
3-5 years of experience in consulting, product or strategic marketing, or
strategic account selling experience in the healthcare field required
Outstanding interpersonal skills including developing relationships at all
levels in an organization (both internal and external) and indirectly influencing
to drive business objectives
Strong business acumen and business consulting skill set


